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Lecture 4
Parametric Curve

• A procedure for distorting a straight line into a (possibly) curved line.
• The procedure lives in a black box:
  – The box takes a number “$u$” from 0 to 1 on its input wire.
  – The box puts a point in a 3D world on its output wire
• The procedure defines a mathematical function $c(u)$ that maps the 1D unit interval into the 3D space $\mathbb{R}^3$. 
Parametric Curve
NURB Curve

• A kind of parametric curve.
• Constructed from one or more pieces.
• Each piece is a ratio of polynomials.
• Choice of degree of polynomial:
  – Linear (degree one): Each piece is a line segment.
  – Quadratic (degree two): Each piece is a curve that may change direction once.
  – Cubic (degree three): Each piece is a curve that may change direction twice.
NURB

• Non-Uniform:
  – Can be bent more easily in some areas than others.

• Rational:
  – Based on ratios of polynomials.
  – Allows exact modeling of conic sections.

• B:
  – Polynomials courtesy of Bezier.

• Spline:
  – A flexible piece of wood used for drawing curves.
  – A piecewise polynomial curve that can be modified locally.

Nobody Understands Rational B-Splines
Internal Representation of NURB Curves

• Control Vertices (CVs):
  – Define the overall shape of the curve.
  – Act like magnets pulling on parts of the curve.

• Degree:
  – 1 (linear), 2 (quadratic), 3 (cubic), 5 or 7.
  – Specifies how quickly the curve can change direction.

• Knots: List of numbers that specifies how CVs relate to the curve’s $u$-parameter.
Display of NURBs in Modeling Windows

• Display-NURBS…(components):
  – Controls the display of objects that govern or illustrate the shape of the NURB: E.g., Control Vertices (CVs) and Hulls.

• Display-NURBS…(smoothness):
  – Controls the way a NURB curve or surface is displayed in a modeling window, but does not influence the way it is rendered.
Linear NURB curve in green. Control vertices in yellow.
Cubic NURB curve in green. Control vertices in yellow. Hull in brown.
Control Vertices v. Edit Points

• Control Vertices (CVs):
  – Define the region through which the curve passes.
  – Do not usually lie on the curve itself (except for linear curves).
  – Modifying a CV affects only a local region of the curve.

• Edit Points (EPs):
  – Lie on the curve itself.
  – Correspond to specific values of $u$-parameter.
  – Modifying an EP can affect the entire curve.

• Curves can be created by specifying CVs or EPs.
NURB curve created by specifying 5 control vertices.
NURB curve created by specifying the same 5 points as edit points.
A NURB curve can be edited by directly moving CVs. First press the “Select by Component Type Button”. Then select a (purple) CV. The white line indicates the parts of the curve that are affected when the CV is moved.
CVs, Spans and Degree

General Polynomial Curves:

\[ \text{Degree} + \text{Number of Spans} = \text{Number of CVs} \]

Cubic Polynomial Curves:

\[ 3 + \text{Number of Spans} = \text{Number of CVs} \]

Every curve has at least one span. Therefore a cubic curve has at least 4 CVs.
Rebuilding a NURB Curve

• Increase Number of Spans.
  – Increases number of CVs defining curve.
  – Curve shape remains unchanged. (Depending on options selected.)
  – User has finer control over curve shape.

• Decrease Number of Spans.
  – Decreases number of CVs defining curve.
  – Curve usually changes shape.
  – User has grosser control over curve shape.
Original curve with 2 spans.
Modified curve with 2 spans.
Original curve with 8 spans.
Modified curve with 8 spans.
Pick Walking

• Go into component selection mode.
• Select a control vertex (CV).
• Use Right/Left or Up/Down arrow keys.
• Move forward/back along CV sequence.
EditCurves-CurveEditingTool

- Parameter Handle: Change the $u$-parameter of the point you are editing.
- Position Handle: Change the world space location of the point you are editing.
- Tangent Direction Handle: Change the direction of the curve at the point you are editing.
- Tangent Scale Handle: Control how fast the tangent changes as it passes through the point you are editing.
Open, Closed and Periodic Curves

- An *open curve* may have its start and end edit points in different locations. The start and end edit points may be moved independently.
- A *closed curve* has its start and end edit points at the same location, called the “seam”. If you move the start point, the end point moves with it (and visa versa).
- A *periodic* is similar to a closed curve, but it has two unseen spans at the end of the curve that overlap the first two spans. The unseen spans help maintain continuity along the seam.
Non-smooth open curve with coinciding start and end points.
Do EditCurves-Open/CloseCurves to make it periodic.
Select an edit or curve point and do EditCurves-DetachCurves to make it closed. The new start and end points may now be moved independently.
Attaching Curves

• Select two curves: “Curve1” and “Curve2”.

• Use Menu Command: EditCurves-Attach-[].

  – Connect option generates a new curve that is continuous, but usually not smooth. The end of Curve2 is attached to the start of Curve2. (If necessary, Curve2 is modified.)

  – Blend option generates a new curve that is continuous and smooth. The end of Curve2 is attached to the start of Curve2. (If necessary, both Curve1 and Curve2 are modified. The Bias setting determines which curve gets modified more, and which gets modified less.)
Attaching two curves using the “Connect” option.
Attaching two curves using the “Blend” option. (Bias=0.5)
If we attach these two curves, which combination of ends will be joined?
If we use “Select by Component Type” to go into “Component Mode”, we see a small “u” near the start of each curve.
We select the lower curve and do EditCurves-ReverseCurveDirection, and go into Component Mode. Now the lower curve now starts at other end.
Parametric Surface

• A procedure for distorting a planar square into a (possibly) curved surface.

• The procedure lives in a black box:
  – The box takes a number “\( u \)” from 0 to 1 on one input wire.
  – The box takes a number “\( v \)” from 0 to 1 on another input wire.
  – The box puts a point in a 3D world on its output wire.

• The procedure defines a mathematical function \( s(u,v) \) that maps the 2D unit square into the 3D space \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).
Parametric Surface
We create a NURB surface using Create-NURBSPrimitives-Plane-[] and select 4 spans (patches) in the U direction and 4 spans (patches) in the V direction. Then we go into Component mode and select the 9 central CVs and move them upward. The result in Component Mode (wire frame) is shown on left. Object Mode (smooth shaded) is shown on right.
Notice that we have 7 CVs in the U (horizontal) direction and 7 CVs in the V (vertical direction). Try going into Component Mode and selecting a CV. Then use the arrow keys to move right/left along a row or up/down along a column.
Isoparms

• An isoparm is a curve that lies in a NURB surface.

• They come in two varieties:
  – Curve of constant $u$ (varying $v$) value.
  – Curve of constant $v$ (varying $u$) value.

• Use the RMB marking menu to go into Isoparm mode, and then use LMB and drag to select an isoparm.
Constant $v$ isoparm shown in yellow.
Constant \( u \) isoparm shown in yellow.
Isoparms define a local coordinate system at each point on the surface. You can see this if you go into Component Mode, select a CV, double click the Move tool and choose Normal coordinates. Now you can move CVs in the U, V or N direction.
A NURB surface can be edited by directly moving CVs. The white lines indicate the parts of the surface that are affected by the selected CV.
EditNurbs-SurfaceEditing-SurfaceEditingTool

- Parameter Handle: Change the $u$ and $v$ parameters of the point you are editing.
- Position Handle: Change the world space location of the point you are editing.
- Toggle Button: Cycles through editing $u$ tangent, $v$ tangent and surface normal.
- Tangent / Normal Direction Handle: Change the direction of the tangent or surface normal at the point you are editing.
- Tangent Scale Handle: Control how fast the tangent changes as it passes through the point you are editing.
Constructing Surfaces from Curves

- Loft: Straight line isoparms.
- Revolve: Circular isoparms
- Extrude: Arbitrary fixed isoparms.
- Birail: Arbitrary varying isoparms.
Create two NURB curves. Select both of them. Apply the *Surfaces-Loft* tool.
All $u$-constant isoparms are straight lines. Nearest $v=0$ isoparm is one NURB curve. Farthest $v=1$ isoparm is the other NURB curve. The $v$-constant isoparms are blends of the two NURB curves.
Lofting Questions

• Question: How does Maya decide where to put the linear isoparms?
• Answer: Equally spaced points connect equally spaced points.
• Question: Yes, but how does Maya know which ends of the curves are matched with each other?
• Answer: The point u=0 on one curve matches with the point u=0 on the other curve. Likewise for u=1 points. You can test this by reversing the direction of one of the curves.
Create one NURB curve to serve as a profile. Apply the *Surfaces-Revolve* tool.
All $u$-constant isoparms are circles. All $v$-constant isoparms are rotated copies of the profile curve.
Create two NURB curves. Apply the (flat) Surfaces-Extrude tool.
All $u$-constant isoparms are translated copies of one curve. All $v$-constant isoparms are translated copies of the other curve.
Flat v. Tube Extrusion

• Flat maintains the orientation of the cross section as it moves along the extrusion path.

• Tube sweeps the cross section along the path with the reference vector staying tangent to the path.
Extruding Questions

• Question: If the curves are not connected at their $u=0$ points, which curve gets moved?

• Answer: The curve you selected first stays put. The curve you selected second gets moved.
Create one NURB curve to serve as a profile. Create two NURB curves to serve as rails. Select the profile and then select the two rails. Apply the *Surfaces-Birail-1* tool.
All $u$-constant isoparms are translated, rotated and scaled copies of the profile curve. The $v=0$ and $v=1$ isoparms are the rail curves. The $v$-constant isoparms are blends of the two rail curves.
Editing and Animating History

• Suppose we create surface S from curves C1 and C2 using Loft, Revolve, Extrude, etc.
• Suppose also that we maintain the creation history for surface S.
• Later we can edit C1 and/or C2 and S will be automatically updated.
• Also, we can animate C1 and/or C2 and S will respond appropriately during the animation.
Exercise: Model & Animate a Leaf

- Go into Top view and turn on Grid Snapping.
- Make two curves that meet at $u=0$.
  - One curve should be on the Z axis, starting at the origin. (RailA1)
  - One curve should start at the origin and branch away from the first. (RailB1)
- Make a curve that connects the separated ends of the rail curves. (Profile1)
- Select Profile1 and then select RailA1 and RailB1.
- Invoke Surfaces-Birail-Biral1Tool.
- Invoke Edit-DuplicateSpecial-[] and click Duplicate Input Graph and confirm.
- Select RailA2, RailB2 and Profile2.
- Go to the channel box and enter -1 into the ScaleX channel.
- Select both surfaces and invoke EditNURBs-AttachSurfaces.
- Move any profile or rail curve and see how the leaf responds.
Modeling a Human Head with NURBS

• Start with a sphere.

• Place the a pole in one of several places:
  – Poles at crown and neck.
  – Poles at mouth and crown.
  – Poles at mouth and neck.
  – One pole at each ear.

• Advantages and disadvantages of each.
Pole at crown offers good control over brow and nose, but causes problems where isoparms come together at edge of mouth.

demo-04-head-crown-neck-pole-maestri.mb
Pole at mouth offers good control of mouth and lips, but causes problems in the eye sockets since iosparsms are sparse there.

demo-04-head-mouth-crown-pole-maestri.mb
Poles at ears is good for ears and eye sockets, but causes problems where isopararms come together at edge of mouth.

demo-04-head-ear-ear-pole-maestri.mb
NURB head with poles at mouth and neck by Ellman following Maraffi’s instructions.

demo-04-head-mouth-neck-pole-ellman.mb
Design by Stepwise Refinement

1. Begin with a curve or surface with few CVs.
2. Move CVs to get a rough approximation of the desired surface.
3. Repeat:
   a. Add rows or columns of CVs in selected locations.
   b. Move new (or old) CVs to add detail to surface.
Start with one span (four rows/columns) in each direction.
Invoke EditNURBS-InsertIsoparms[]. Press and hold RMB to invoke the marking menu and select Isoparms. Then use LMB to select an isoparm on the surface and confirm the dialog box. Maya will add a row or column of CVs, depending on the direction of isoparm you selected. Here we see the result of successively adding a U isoparm and a V isoparm.
Here we see the result of adding yet another U isoparm and another V isoparm. Now we have finer control near the added isoparms, especially where they cross.
Problem with Refining NURBs

• Each time we want more detail, we must do one of two things:
  – Add a whole row of CVs.
  – Add a whole column of CVs.
• But we really only care about the area where the row and column cross.
• Solution: Use multiple NURB patches.
EditNURBS-AttachSurfaces[]

- Create one single NURB surface out of two existing NURB surfaces.
- May involve moving and/or modifying surfaces so that joined edges coincide.
- May involve adding rows or columns of CVs to one surface so surfaces have same number of spans along edges being joined.
- Connect: Allow tangent to be discontinuous along the curve where the surfaces are attached.
- Blend: Modify one or both surfaces so that tangent is continuous along the line where the surfaces are attached.
Two NURB surfaces selected. One has more rows and columns of CVs than the other.
“Connect” Attachment: First one surface was rebuilt to have as many CV columns as the other surface. Then the two surfaces became one surface.
“Blend” Attachment: One surface was rebuilt. Both surfaces were modified to make the tangent continuous across the join curve.
EditNurbs-Stitch

• Impose a continuity or smoothness constraint on two surfaces.
• Do not create a single, combined surfaces.
• Allow the two surfaces to retain their separate identities.
• In particular, the two surfaces may have different numbers of rows and columns of CVs.
Two surfaces with differing topologies about to be stitched together.
Surfaces still have different topologies after stitching to enforce position and tangent continuity.
Surfaces remain continuous and smooth at the boundary, even as one of them is moved.
Creating a Multi-Patch Head

• Create a single-surface NURBs head.
• Make the surface live.
• Draw concentric curves for eyelids and loft them together.
• Draw concentric curves for ears and loft them together.
• Detach NURBs surface into patches.
• Stitch eyelid and ear patches together with select patches from the original NURBs surface.
Multi-Patch NURB Head by Jae-Jin Choi

demo-04-head-patch-choi.mb
Multi-Patch NURB Head by Beardsly

demo-04-head-patch-beardsly.mb
Multi-Patch NURB Head by Mike Fischthal VC’05

demo-04-head-patch-fischthal.mb
Additional Topics

- Curve and surface fillets.
- Boolean combinations of surfaces.
- Trimmed surfaces.
- Artisan sculpting tool.
Challenge Problems

- Wine Glass.
- Teapot.
- Coiled Spring.
- Pretzel.
- Blade of Grass.
- Field of Grass.
- Cactus.
- Flower.

- Ear.
- Hand.
- Sponge.
- Brick wall.
- Pile of bricks.
- Car Body.
- House.
- City Skyline.